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U.S. Equities: Superior Profits,
But Relatively Expensive

Investors Are Fully Paying
For Superior U.S. Profitability

Last Friday’s MRB Macro Strategy Report "Still Climbing
The Wall Of Worry: Part V" addressed a number of the
key topical investment issues, including a version of the
“do great companies make great stocks?”.
While U.S. stocks have outperformed in recent years
and offer many compelling attributes (superior
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and better profitability), they do not offer good value
when measured against comparative profitability. In
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other words, the U.S. is now comparatively expensive
even adjusted for its superior profitability, with several
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key sectors trading at or near all-time relative valuation
premiums. These premiums would be difficult to sustain
if the relative earnings trend shifts away from the U.S.
as global growth momentum firms anew, which is our
base-case scenario.
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* Relative to global equity benchmark; based on historical P/B ratio and return on equity
** Percent premium (+) / discount (-); source: MSCI

On a 6-12 month horizon, we recommend a mild
underweight in U.S. equities, with select overweights in
the EM, euro area and Japanese markets.
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MRB - The Macro Research Board is a privately-owned
independent top-down research firm that provides
integrated, global, multi-asset investment strategy as
well as actionable absolute and relative return ideas.
Our views incorporate a long-term outlook based on
in-depth thematic research, together with a rigorous set
of frameworks and forecasting models/indicators that
drive 6-12 month asset market performance. MRB’s team
of analysts and strategists leverage the firm’s robust
research engine and their extensive experience to form
one cohesive house view and ensure that investment
strategy is articulated in a client-friendly manner.
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